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EuroCirCol is a conceptual design study of a post-LHC, Future Circular Hadron Collider (FCC-hh)
which aims to expand the current energy and luminosity frontiers. The vacuum chamber of this 100 TeV,
100 km collider, will have to cope with unprecedented levels of synchrotron radiation linear power for
proton colliders, 160 times higher than in the LHC for baseline parameters, releasing consequently much
larger amounts of gas into the system. At the same time, it will be dealing with a tighter magnet aperture. In
order to reach a good vacuum level, it has been necessary to find solutions beyond the particle colliders’
state of art. This paper proposes a design of a novel beam screen, the element responsible for absorbing the
emitted power. It is intended to overcome the drawbacks derived from the stronger synchrotron radiation
while allowing at the same time a good beam quality.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Future Circular Hadron Collider (FCC-hh) is a study
aiming to propose a 100 km long accelerator as a successor
of the 27 km long Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [1,2].
In the FCC-hh two counterrotating proton beams

would achieve an energy of 50 TeV, leading to collisions
at 100 TeV at center of mass. Such energies require
superconducting bending magnets providing up to 16 T,
an ambitious step forward with respect to the current 8.3 T
of the LHC dipole magnets, which are needed to steer a
7 TeV beam. This rise in beam energy results in a dramatic
increase of the emitted synchrotron radiation (SR), attain-
ing linear power density levels of 35.4 W=m, around
160 times higher than in the LHC, with a maximum of
0.22 W=m (see Table I).
As in the LHC, the proposed FCC-hh’s magnets are based

on a two-in-one design, where the two beam pipes are
incorporated into a common yoke cooled by superfluid He at
1.9 K. Superfluid He allows an easier and more effective
cooling of the magnet. In addition, at such low temperatures
all gas species condense on a surface with saturated vapor
pressures lower than 10−12 mbar, except for He.
To avoid excessive beam-induced heat load transfer

to the 1.9 K surfaces, beam screens are inserted in the

magnet cold bores, aiming to intercept the SR power at
higher temperatures. In this way, the cooling efficiency is
increased [4].
This paper proposes a novel beam screen (BS) design for

the FCC-hh, intended to meet with the requirements of such
a challenging collider while coping with the detrimental
effects arisen from the unprecedentedly high beam energy.
The main challenges the FCC-hh BS has to overcome are:
(i) the need of a higher pumping speed, to counter the higher
gas load in the chamber (derived from the much higher SR
power emission), (ii) the higher photoelectron generation
(also derived from the higher SR), which may lead to an
electron cloud (e− cloud) build-up, (iii) the strong Lorentz
forces generated during a magnet quench, derived from the
huge dipole magnetic field, (iv) and the heat management.
These topics and the solutions adopted to address them

are covered in this paper, paying special attention to the SR
generation. The study of the gas generation and the vacuum
level in the beam chamber is covered in another publication
[5], owing to the otherwise unaffordable increase of length
and complexity of the resulting paper.

II. VACUUM SPECIFICATIONS

Ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) is generally needed in particle
accelerators to reduce beam-gas interaction at the required
level. For a vacuum system, to quantify the residual gas
remaining in the beam pipe, the gas density is reported
instead of pressure when the vacuum vessels are at different
temperature. This is the typical case of a set of vacuum
chambers kept either at cryogenic or room temperatures.
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As in the LHC, the BS of the FCC-hh is holed so that gas
molecules can migrate to the coldest surface of the cold
bore and be cryopumped, providing enough pumping speed
to keep the gas density in the beam chamber below the
maximum attainable one. The maximum gas density is
defined by two constraints: (i) The nuclear scattering beam
lifetime (τbg) has to be longer than 100 h. (ii) The thermal
load on the cold mass of the magnets (composed by all the
elements held at 1.9 K that are directly cooled by the
cryogenic system, as the coils, collars, iron yoke or the cold
bore) attributed to nuclear scattering (Pn) has to be lower
than 0.2 W=m in average. [6].
These constraints can be expressed with Eqs. (1) and (2).

The gas density specification that fulfills both expressions
(approximated by default) is the same as that of the
LHC, [3,7], i.e., less than 1 × 1015 H2 eq=m3. H2 eq means
the equivalent pure H2 density once all the different nuclear
scattering cross sections for other gas species have been
taken into account. For this value, τbg results in 107.2 h and
Pn in 0.178 W=m.

τbg ¼
1

σcn
> 100 h ð1Þ

Pn ¼ kað1 − kbÞ
IE
cτbg

< 0.2 W=m ð2Þ

σ is the nuclear scattering cross section, 86.4 mb (taken
from FLUKA [8,9]), E the beam energy (in eV), I the beam
current, n the gas density; and ka is the fraction of the total
scattered power in the arcs absorbed by the cold mass. For
the latest design of the FCC-hh’s vacuum chamber, ka has
been found to be ≈0.86 as an average in the arc cell [10].
The fraction of power deposited in the BS is only 0.05. The
remaining power is deposited in the tunnel walls or escapes.
kb is defined as the fraction of protons whose interactions
with the residual gas do not result in any energy deposition
in the accelerator elements and continue around the ring,
i.e., ≈0.042 in the FCC-hh [11].

III. SYNCHROTRON RADIATION
IN THE FCC-hh

Even if designed for a slightly lower beam currents
than the LHC, the high beam energy of the FCC-hh results
in a dramatic increase of the SR power (P) and critical
energy (εc). To allow a rapid comparison, these two terms
are plotted for both colliders in Figs. 1 and 2 as a function
of the beam energy, using Eqs. (4) and 2. They have been
derived from the expressions found in [12,13].

_Γ½ph=ðmsÞ� ¼ 7.007 × 1016
E½TeV�
ρ½m� I½mA� ð3Þ

P½W=m� ¼ 1.239
E4½TeV�
ρ2½m� I½mA� ð4Þ

εc½eV� ¼ 3.583 × 102
E3½TeV�
ρ½m� ð5Þ
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FIG. 1. Comparison of SR power generated per arc dipole
trajectory vs beam energy, for the FCC-hh and the LHC. 500 mA.

TABLE I. Comparison of the LHC’s and the FCC-hh’s relevant
baseline parameters [2,3].

LHC FCC-hh

Energy [TeV] 7 50
Current [mA] 580 500
Circumference [km] 26.7 97.75
Dipole max magnetic field [T] 8.33 15.96
Photon flux [ph=ðmsÞ] 1 × 1017 1.7 × 1017

SR power [W=m arc dipole trajectory] 0.22 35.4
SR critical energy [eV] 43.8 4286.3
Cold bore aperture [mm] 50 44
Normalized emittance at 25 ns [μm] 3.75 2.2
Angle between dipoles [°] 0.29 0.077
Beam screen temperature range [K] 5–20 40–60

FIG. 2. Comparison of εc vs beam energy, for the FCC-hh and
the LHC.
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Compared to the LHC, the linear SR power density in
the FCC-hh is ≈160 times higher, namely of the order of
magnitude of modern synchrotron radiation sources.
However, in the range of energies of the LHC (0.45–
7 TeV), both the FCC-hh’s SR P and εc are lower, due to
the larger radius of magnetic curvature (ρ), around
10.45 km in the FCC and 2.8 km in the LHC.
A comparison of the SR spectrum generated by the two

colliders can be found in Fig. 3. At maximum beam energy,
most of the photon flux in the LHC is generated in the
infrared–UV region (1.24 × 10−3–100 eV, around 95%),
and a marginal part in the soft x-ray region, (> 100 eV,
with only around 2% of the total emitted flux). In FCC-hh
around 66% of the photons are emitted in the soft and hard
x-ray region.
One of the hypotheses present in the literature which

explains the photon stimulated desorption (PSD), describes
a mechanism in which photoelectrons are the source of the
gas generation [14]. The extraction of photoelectrons from
the chamber wall needs photon energy higher than 4–5 eV,
i.e., the work functions of metals usually employed in
UHV. Therefore, photons below this energy will not
contribute substantially to the increase of the gas density
inside of the vacuum chamber. In the LHC, for design
parameters, the photon flux is 1 × 1017 ph=ðmsÞ [see
Eq. (3)], with 48% of this amount above 4 eV. In the
FCC-hh, the photon flux is 1.7 × 1017 ph=ðmsÞ with 88%
of the photon energies above 4 eV. On the assumption that
photoelectrons are the source of PSD, this would mean that
in the FCC-hh there are around 3 times more photons
emitted per meter capable of increasing the gas load in the
beam chamber.

IV. THE BEAM SCREEN

The BS serves several purposes [15]. Among them,
the most relevant one is the reduction of the SR power
arriving to the cold bore [3], by directly absorbing it at

higher temperatures. The removal of 1 Wat 1.9 K requires
nearly 1 kW of electric power, which would be translated
in around 2.3 GW of cooling power for all the FCC-hh
in case of the BS absence, making the machine totally
unfeasible. From the vacuum point of view, its most
important function is to screen of the gas condensed on
the cold bore from the SR direct impact, avoiding the
desorption of the accumulated gas back into the system
[16] and the consequent drastic reduction of pumping
speed. In addition, the BS is also responsible of mitigating
the e− cloud effect generated by the beam’s presence and
of ensuring a sufficiently low beam impedance. At the
same time, the BS must preserve the magnetic field quality
and the minimum clearance for the beam, has to respect
the tight aperture of the magnet bore, and has to ensure its
structural integrity during the magnet quenches.
The latest FCC-hh BS design for dipole magnets is

shown in Fig. 4. The BS elements and their main purpose
are hereunder presented.

A. Primary chamber

The primary or inner chamber is the innermost part of
the beam screen. Its volume is delimited by two 1.3 mm
thick copper colaminated P506 [17] stainless steel (SS)
sheets. The P506 SS, 1 mm thick, is used to achieve a high
stiffness while yielding low relative magnetic permeability
(<1.005). The OFE copper layer is 0.3 mm thick (in the
LHC it was 0.075 mm thick [18]) and has a RRR of at least
100. It is used to achieve low impedance values. Based on
machine optics considerations, the inner chamber has to
guarantee a clearance to contain a 15.5 σ beam aperture
[19] while yielding a low beam impedance. The inner
copper surface is kept as cold as possible to minimize the
copper’s resistivity [20]. Provided that the e− cloud effect
is effectively suppressed, the primary chamber does not
receive any significant heat load besides of that of the
image currents The SR reflected back from the secondary
chamber is minimal, and only the outer angular extremes of
the SR beam hit it directly, carrying a negligible amount of
power. Its temperature is thus directly determined by that
of the BS coolant (supercritical helium), with less than
0.5 K of difference.
The central slot in the inner chamber, which leads to

the secondary one, has an aperture of 7.5 mm. It is
optimized to transfer 99.9% of the generated SR power to
the secondary chamber even for the worst case of 2 mm
vertical misalignment (see Fig. 5), whilst covering
the inner area of the secondary chamber as much as
possible.
During the beam injection at 3.3 TeV, the vertical

misalignment could go up to 4 mm for a short time [21],
during which the SR beam would hit directly the wall of the
primary chamber. Nevertheless for that low beam energy
the SR P and εc are considerably low, resulting in negligible
temperature variation and gas desorption rate.
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The edges of the colaminated P506 SS inner chamber
sheets, which mark the boundaries of the 7.5 mm slot, are
coated with 100 μm of copper to keep the impedance
within the requirements. Even if they would present a very
small SS surface exposed to the beam’s sight in case of not
being coated, SS is three orders of magnitude more resistive
than copper at cryogenic temperatures, surpassing the
allocated impedance budget and being necessary to
cover it. The chosen coating solution has to guarantee
an electrical conductivity of at least 6.5 × 108 S=m at 50 K
[22]. Cold spray and electrodeposition are the initially
envisaged options, which are compatible with the thermo-
mechanical behavior of the BS. Additional studies are
required to fully assess the different technological options
and features to produce this copper layer on the edge in a
reliable and cost effective way.
To mitigate the e− cloud effect, it is proposed to treat part

of the inner chamber surface with Laser Ablation Surface
Engineering (LASE) [23–26] or to coat it with amorphous
carbon (a-C) [27,28]. These treatments are able to lower
the secondary electron yield (SEY) below 1 for a range of
electron energy of 0–1000 eV. From the manufacturing point
of view, LASE is preferred over a-C since it is possible to
apply it during the series production under atmospheric
pressure, lowering considerably the manufacturing costs if
scaled up to the 100 km twin-bore machine. The drawback
that LASE entails, however, is a worse surface resistance
owing to its high aspect ratio. That being said, its resistance
can be minimized if the ablation ratio, and thus the SEY
reduction, are low [29]; and/or if the treatment is applied in
parallel to the beam’s direction, achieving at cryogenic
temperatures surface resistance values quite similar to a-C
ones, even for high ablation rates [30].

B. Secondary chambers

Two lateral baffles, which are symmetrically assembled,
close horizontally the annular space between the primary
and secondary chambers. These baffles are composed of
1 mm thick P506 SS sheet and a 75 μm copper layer, which
acts as a heat carrier. The thickness of this layer, same value
as in the LHC’s BS, has been optimized in order to
minimize at the same time the forces generated during a
magnet quench and the temperature increase on the
irradiated baffle (less copper means less force but also
less heat transfer). The SR fan hits directly one of the
baffles of the secondary chambers with ≈29 W=m in
average and with an approximated vertical size of 2 mm
(see Fig. 5). The average grazing angle of incidence of the
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SR on the BS is 0.10° (1.8 mrad), higher than the angular
offset, 0.077°, due to the long travel path of the photons,
which causes that the SR emitted at the end of each bending
magnet (MB) misses the following magnet and impacts on
the 2nd one in the line, with doubled angular offset.
A sawtooth surface finishing is present on the irradiated

baffle, as in the LHC. This finishing, applied by means
of a roller with a jagged relief on its surface, leaves
perpendicular triangular teeth in the SR trajectory, setting
the grazing incidence angle close to 90°. Given the hardness
of P506 SS, the copper layer is also needed for this reason.
Owing to the reflectivity properties of x-rays, the
perpendicular incidence increases the SR absorption on
the impact area. Being the average impact grazing angle in
the FCC-hh much lower than in the LHC, the LHC’s
sawtooth structure has been adapted, making the teeth two
times longer. This minimizes the amount of SR hitting the
rounded tips of the teeth (present due to manufacturing
limits), which increase the residual SR scattering. In order
to properly model these rounded areas in the computer
tools, an LHC BS sample was measured with an optical
profilometer. Results are shown in Fig. 6. A dedicated
experimental plan led by LNF-INFN (Frascati, Italy) was
also arranged with the objective of measuring the reflec-
tivity and photoelectron yield of the sawtooth surface and
other materials used for the beam screen, in the optics
beamline of BESSY-II light source [31]. With the obtained
data [32–34], the simulations were improved and validated,
and an equivalent and simple model of the sawtooth surface
was created in order to save computing resources. As a
conservative approach, the area of the found surface has
been multiplied by a standard factor of two, enhancing the
resulting reflectivity.
Figure 7 displays the results of the simulated reflectivity

of an ideal sawtooth surface compared with a nonideal,
pessimistic one, without perfectly sharp teeth. The theo-
retical reflectivity of an untreated copper surface is also
shown. It can be noticed how this treatment is highly
efficient in absorbing high energy photons. For the pro-
posed sawtooth profile, the performed simulations show an

absorption of around 98% of the total incident SR power
and more than the 80% of the total photon flux at 50 TeV.
If no sawtooth finishing was present, the absorption

would be around 46% for the power and 20% for the flux.
With this surface finishing the gas load attributed to PSD is
lowered, since the total irradiated area is smaller and the SR
incidence perpendicular. The number of photons reflected
back to the primary chamber is also diminished, lowering
the generation rate of e− seeds for the e− cloud effect (Ne).
In case that an improvement of the SR absorption was
required, there is the possibility of increasing the roughness
of the rounded areas treating them with LASE, with the
initially envisaged drawbacks of increasing the manufac-
turing costs and surface resistance. Thanks to its high
surface aspect ratio, LASE provides an exceptionally high
absorption rate, as found in the performed experiments
[32–34]. Furthermore, using LASE on the sawtooth would
also result in a further reduction of the gas load due to its
low PSD molecular desorption yield [36], and due to the
lowerNe in the inner chamber (see Sec. V). It is encouraged
to study this strategy in the future.
In order to allow the gas to reach the cold bore, each

baffle has two rows of pumping holes designed to maxi-
mize the pumping speed while minimizing the SR leaked to
the 1.9 K cold bore and guaranteeing enough mechanical
stiffness. The pumping holes are placed behind the inner
chamber, as far as possible from the SR impact area [see
Fig. 4(a)], being protected from a direct irradiation by the
SR and from the e− cloud impingement, since electrons
generated on the sawtooth surface are forced to follow the
magnetic field lines (see Fig. 11), and the baffle’s curvature
prevents a vertical leakage. Electrons generated close to the
pumping holes, do not receive any significant kick from
the beam’s positive space/charge, preventing their multi-
plication in the secondary chamber. Thanks to this double
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FIG. 7. Total reflectivity comparison of a flat copper surface,
with τ ¼ 0.006 and for the FCC-hh’s average SR impact grazing
angle, vs the same surface with an ideal sawtooth finishing and vs
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chamber layout, the electron shields present in the LHC’s
BS [37] are no longer necessary. In addition, since the beam
has no direct sight of the pumping holes, their contribution
to the BS impedance is negligible. Not being the impedance
a constraint, and being protected from the direct SR
irradiation, the pumping holes can be much larger than
in the LHC, enhancing in this way the pumping speed.
Without the double chamber layout, their dimensions
would be unaffordable [38].

C. Cooling channels

Two P506 SS cooling channels are placed top and
bottom of the BS. They are welded to the inner chamber
sheets and to the lateral baffles. Supercritical He flows
through them, cooling half a cell in a row (≈107 m). At
nominal current and beam energy, the He is at 40 K in the
inlet and 57 K at the outlet [39]. Compared with the LHC
cooling channels, a considerable increase of the cross
section area was necessary to dissipate the higher SR
power (35.4 W=m vs 0.22 W=m), reaching a heat transfer
coefficient of 5000 W=ðKm2Þ [40] and 50 bar of pressure.

D. Cold bore

The cold bore is a SS 316 LN pipe, 1.5 mm thick and
with an inner diameter of 44 mm. It is kept as 1.9 K and it is
the only means of pumping in the machine during normal
operation. It separates the superfluid He surrounding the
magnet coils and the vacuum chamber. The BS is supported
inside the cold bore by means of periodic P506 SS spring
sets every 750 mm, designed to minimize the heat con-
duction to the cold bore and ease the insertion of the BS
inside it (see Figs. 20 and 23). The solution used in the
LHC, short bi-metallic rings [41,42], has been discarded for
the FCC-hh. Even if cheaper, they are not so efficient at
isolating thermally the BS from the cold bore, an effect
which would be exacerbated in this new BS due to its
higher temperature.

E. Interconnects

The continuity of the beam screen in the arcs is broken
by the magnets interconnects, in which the SS bellows and
RF fingers absorb the offset angle between the magnets,
thermal displacements and mechanical tolerances. In order
to protect these areas of direct irradiation, a copper
absorber, shown in Fig. 8, is proposed to be placed at
the end of each magnet, stopping a maximum of 41 W
of SR power and delivering a shadow of around 1.2 m
afterwards, following the beam direction. The absorber
slope should be treated with LASE to minimize the SR
scattering and photoelectron generation, as it is difficult
to apply a sawtooth finishing to this area. As shown in
Table IV, the resulting power in the copper transition
pieces, rf fingers and bellows of the interconnect is less
than 0.2 W, effectively excluding this area of requiring

active cooling and minimizing the related outgassing. Other
solutions to avoid the irradiation of the rf fingers are also
feasible. The absorber can be shortened or even removed,
as long as the diameter of the rf fingers and its adjacent
transition elements is larger than the BS, absorbing a very
small amount of SR on the last copper transition, which
should also include LASE.

F. General remarks

The presented BS is intended to minimize as much as
possible the beam impedance. The impedance calculation,
however, has been proven to be challenging due to lack of
maturity in the studies carried out on LASE technology.
The resulting pumping speed is considerably high, surpass-
ing the LHC’s even at the same normalized temperature,
and being sufficient to guarantee the gas density require-
ment within a reasonable conditioning time [5]. The
calculated values are shown in Table II. The calculation
done with the outgassing (Q) applied on the sawtooth,
represents the closest case to the reality, where PSD
dominates the gas load. When Q is applied on the inner
chamber, it represents a pessimistic calculation, where all
the gas desorption happens on the inner copper layer
(caused either by electrons or reflected photons) being
this value the lowest attainable. Even if the complexity of
the FCC-hh BS is much higher than that of the LHC, it is
also compatible with large scale production technologies
[43] and affordable from the economic point of view,
representing a very small fraction of the collider’s cost [44].

SR absorber

LASE treated
SR impact 
area

Beam screen

RF fingers 
transition

FIG. 8. FCC-hh photon absorber conceptual representation.

TABLE II. Comparison of the LHC’s and the FCC-hh’s
pumping speeds for H2. Calculated at the beam’s path, with
MOLFLOW+ [35,45,46], for an infinite pipe and different outgas-
sing (Q) sources.

LHC FCC-hh

Temperature window [K] 5–20 40–60
Nominal (5=40 K). Q on inner ch. [l=ðsmÞ] 173 898
40 K. Q applied on inner chamber [l=ðsmÞ] 489 898
40 K. Q applied on sawtooth [l=ðsmÞ] 493 1125
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V. E− CLOUD MITIGATION

The secondary electron emission of the vacuum chamber
surfaces can drive an avalanche multiplication effect, filling
the beam chamber with a cloud of electrons. The interaction
of the proton beam and the e− cloud can lead to a series of
detrimental effects on the collider’s performance, such as
emittance growth, transverse instabilities, heat load on the
surfaces bombarded by electrons, and a deterioration of the
vacuum quality owing to the electron stimulated desorp-
tion. The BS has to therefore comply to a series of design
constraints in order to achieve a low electron density and
minimize its impact on the collider’s performance.
The e− cloud build up depends on the SEY of the

chamber surfaces, on the chamber geometry, the beam
current, the bunch spacing, and the photoelectron gener-
ation rate. Within the parameters depending on the BS
design, the SEY features the highest influence on the
electron density. A series of SEY constraints have been
therefore defined. As a first step, these requirements are
expressed in a fast way through the multipacting threshold,
namely the maximum value of the SEY curve above which
the exponential electron multiplication starts independently
from the number of photoelectron seeds. They have been
estimated with simulation studies of e− cloud build-up with
the PyECLOUD code [47,48], using a secondary emission
model [49–51] based on measurements on samples of
the LHC copper co-laminated beam screens [52–54]. The
calculated SEY requirements can be found in Table III.
The requirements have been calculated for each bunch
spacing option, for dipoles, quadrupoles and drift spaces
(without magnetic field), and for nominal and injection
energies. 12.5 ns results to be the most demanding option,
whilst 25 ns, the FCC-hh’s nominal value, is the least
demanding one.
Conditioned copper can reach SEY values of around

1.2–1.4, as displayed in Fig. 9. Consequently, it is neces-
sary to use a SEY mitigation solution for all the quadrupole
magnets, which require a lower SEY, at least 1.1 in the best
scenario. For the dipole magnets, in case the 12.5 ns bunch
spacing option were decided to be discarded, raw, untreated
copper could be used if conditioned. Otherwise, since the
12.5 ns option requires an SEY < 1.1, a SEY mitigation
solution should be applied on them. As for the drift spaces,
the calculation is indicative, but they do not present any
strong requirement.
For the common range of electron energies in the beam

chamber, LASE can reach SEY values under the unity even
without beam conditioning, and well below one after high
doses (see Fig. 9). Nevertheless, it is relevant to point out
that there are different properties and SEY values that
LASE can present, depending among other factors on the
surface ablation level [24], a feature which increases the
surface aspect ratio and apparent blackness. The improve-
ment in SEY is proportional to this feature, but it also
affects the surface resistance [25]. Therefore, and as future

work, and in case LASE is finally accepted as the chosen
solution for the FCC-hh, it is important to adjust the
properties of this treatment to match optimally the SEY
requirements minimizing at the same time its impact on the
impedance. More information of the FCC-hh’s baseline
LASE parameters can be found in [55].
Additionally, even if the SEY is below the requirements

(see Table III), transverse instabilities can happen if the
electron density in the chamber is high enough. The
maximum allowable electron density (ρe;th) can be esti-
mated using Eqs. (6)–(9) [56,57]:

ρe;th ¼
2γνsωeσz=cffiffiffi
3

p
KQrpβx;yL

ð6Þ

where ωe, K, and Q are defined as:

ωe ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

λprec2

σyðσx þ σyÞ

s
ð7Þ

K ¼ ωeσz=c ð8Þ

Q ¼ minðωeσz=c; 7Þ ð9Þ

TABLE III. SEY requirements to avoid reaching the multi-
pacting threshold.

Bunch spacing 25 ns 12.5 ns 5 ns

Beam energy [TeV] 3.3 50 3.3 50 3.3 50

Dipole 1.5 1.5 1.1 1.1 1.5 1.5
Quadrupole 1.1 1.2 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.0
Drift space 2.0 2.0 1.3 1.3 1.6 1.6
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FIG. 9. Comparison of SEY measured on LASE [25] and on
raw Cu [23] as taken from the literature. The expected range of
most common electron energies (0–485 eV, reading the average
electron energy along the transverse plane of the dipole BS) is
also shown, using Cu-like SEY curves in the simulation.
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where rp and re are the classical proton and electron
radii, νs is the synchrotron tune, λp is the bunch line
density, σx;y;z are the RMS transverse beam sizes and bunch
length, βx;y are the machine beta functions and L is the
length of the machine over which the e− cloud extends.
Using FCC-hh specifications, the threshold electron den-
sity results in 6 × 1010 e−=m3 at 3.3 TeV (injection) and
3.6 × 1011 e−=m3 at 50 TeV (physics).
For the SEY and electron generation rate (Ne) values

below the multipacting threshold, the electron density is
approximately proportional Ne on the areas where the e−

cloud occurs, as seen in Fig. 10. To prevent surpassing
the threshold and keep the gas density low, it is advisable
to keep Ne in the inner chamber well below
1 × 1012 e−=ðcm2 sÞ. Ne depends on the SR flux arriving
on the surface. It can be found with Eq. (10):

Ne ¼
Z

Emax

Emin

_ΓphðEÞYphðEÞdE ð10Þ

where Emax and Emin are the maximum and minimum
values of the SR spectrum arriving to the studied area, _Γph

is the photon flux associated for each energy value and Yph

the photoelectron yield, the amount of electrons released by
the surface for each impinging photon.
The Yph for LHC copper and LASE was found in

BESSY’s experimental runs [32–34], for a range of photon
energies of 35–1800 eV and angles between 0.25° and 1°.
Yph values for 4–50 eV were linearly extrapolated. The SR
spectrum and flux arriving to the studied regions are given
by the ray tracing simulations (see Sec. VI). Thanks to the
sawtooth finishing, the energy of the reflected photons
which reach the main chamber is very low, as shown
in Fig. 15.

The Ne maximum calculated values during physics are
2.3 × 1010 e−=ðcm2 sÞ for the dipole critical build-up areas
(top and bottom flat areas in the primary chamber) and
1.6 × 1011 e−=ðcm2 sÞ for quadrupole ones, if LASE is
used. If using raw copper, the corresponding values are
1 × 1011 e−=ðcm2 sÞ and 6 × 1011 e−=ðcm2 sÞ, respec-
tively. In all cases Ne has an associated electron density
under the instability threshold (see Fig. 10 for an example
of the dipole with the 12.5 ns beam, with the instability
threshold drawn), mainly thanks to the high SR absorption
properties of the sawtooth finishing, which lowers consid-
erably the number of photons reaching the critical areas.
During the beam’s injection, the lower photon flux [15
times lower, see Eq. (3)] and lower εc (1.23 eV, much lower
than copper’s work function) entail negligible Ne values
when compared with the physics mode, rendering the latter
the only concern.
Treating the rounded areas of the sawtooth profile with

LASE, and/or having sawtooth not only in the irradiated
baffle but also in the other one will further lower the _Γph

reflected toward the build-up areas and thusNe, meaning in
turn lower gas load ascribed to the electron stimulated
desorption effect.
Figure 11 shows the BS electron density map in dipoles

and quadrupoles for an early version of the BS. It can be
seen how the electrons are confined around the magnetic
field direction lines, impacting on the top and bottom flat
areas of the BS in case of the dipoles and on the corners in
case of quadrupoles. The production of photoelectrons in
the secondary chamber is not contributing significantly to
the density value around the beam, thanks to the magnetic
confinement. In contrast to Fig. 4(b), where a LASE layout
for dipoles is displayed, in the quadrupoles case LASE
shall be applied only on the corners of the inner chamber,
every 90°, where the e− cloud impacts. The use of LASE
in the drift spaces between magnets, with a much lower
magnetic field, is still under study.
A SEM image of the LASE sample whose reflectivity

and Yph were analysed is found in Fig. 12. The sample
was provided by STFC (Science and Technology Facilities
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FIG. 10. Calculated electron density in the beam region
depending on photoelectron generation rate and SEY, in a dipole
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FIG. 11. Electron density distributions for an early version of
the BS with the FCC-hh parameters for the 25 ns beam option. On
the left, BS in a dipole magnetic field, on the right in a quadrupole
magnetic field.
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Council, UK) according to the baseline specifications.
The high aspect ratio the surface exhibits can be observed.
This feature is thought to be the main reason for the SEY
and Yph reductions. The electrons become trapped inside
the complex morphology, and the light incidence becomes
perpendicular against the roughness peaks. e− cloud
mitigation based on LASE has been recently demonstrated
in an accelerator for the first time [58], with positive results.

VI. SYNCHROTRON RADIATION RAY TRACING

In order to check the BS mechanical stability and to
know the pressure levels in the vacuum chamber, several
Monte Carlo and finite element simulations have been
carried out. These studies need a complete map of both the
photon flux and power absorbed along the vacuum cham-
ber, found with photon ray tracing simulations.
The ray tracing has been performed with SYNRAD+

[35,59], a Monte Carlo code which allows coupled vacuum
simulations if used along with MOLFLOW+. SYNRAD+

includes a predefined library of reflectivity data.
The results of the power distribution map for the FCC-hh

BS in an arc dipole, with 14.069 m of magnetic length [2]
are shown in Fig. 13. The curvature of the proton beam can
be noticed, as well as the photon trajectories originating
tangentially from it, represented in green. The simulation
has been carried out with a nonideal 50 TeV, 500 mA beam.
β has been set to 355 m, the momentum offset δp=p to
0.06% and the normalized emittance εN to 2.2 μm [2].
For copper and steel a general roughness ratio τ ¼ Sq=T ¼
0.006 has been assigned, where Sq is the RMS surface
roughness and T the autocorrelation length. The physical
interpretation of T is that it expresses the minimal distance
between two profile points not interrelated, giving infor-
mation about the surface spatial complexity. τ has been
conservatively chosen according to a series of metrology

studies performed on LHC BS samples at CSEM (Swiss
Center for Electronics and Microtechnology). LASE areas
have been set as perfectly absorbing surfaces in order to
obtain pessimistic results of photoelectron generation and
power deposited on the inner chamber.
Looking at the color scale of Fig. 13 and the summary

in Table IV it can be noticed how most of the power is
absorbed on the first impact region of the SR beam, the
sawtooth area on the left baffle. Owing to its high SR
absorption, the cold bore and other areas receive a mini-
mum amount of SR power, fulfilling the beam screen’s
main purpose. The Gaussian-like SR power distribution
emitted by the proton beam can be recognized on the
sawtooth region, as previously shown in Fig. 5.
The linear power density along the BS of the MB is

displayed in Fig. 14. The highest value can be found at the
beginning of the BS (≈40 W=m), after the initial region
of shadow produced by the SR absorber, and decreases

FIG. 12. 1.00 K SEM image of a Cu baseline LASE sample.
The high roughness characteristic of this treatment can be easily
observed. Measured at CERN.
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FIG. 13. Ray tracing results of the synchrotron radiation
power generated by a 50 TeV, 500 mA beam in a standard arc
dipole chamber.

TABLE IV. SR power distribution per MB.

Area Power % of total SR

Irradiated baffle 439 W 88%
End absorber 50.5 W 10.1%
Non-irradiated baffle 6.5 W 1.3%
Inner copper primary chamber 0.6 W 0.1%
Interconnect 0.1 W 0.02%
Cold bore <0.01 W <0.01%
Other BS areas <0.01 W <0.01%

Total per arc dipole 498.7 W 100%
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progressively along the BS following the beam direction,
with the exception of one small jump after 5 m owing to the
change of magnetic region origin. The linear power decay is
ascribed to the progressive beam curvature in the previous
MB. The beam curvature decreases the SR angle of
incidence against the wall, causing a higher spread of the
photon fan and lowering its intrinsic power density. The
average power received by the sawtooth is around 29 W=m.
The SR ray tracing allows the determination of the

SR energy spectrum arriving to each region. Figure 15
shows an example, representing the spectrum above 1 eV
of the SR hitting the horizontal faces of the inner chamber
(namely, the areas between which the electron multipacting
effect takes place in dipoles) and the SR arriving to the
cold bore. It can be seen that most part of the photon flux
arriving to these regions carries an energy below copper
and SS’s work functions, effectively keeping the gas
desorption and the e− cloud effect under control.

VII. MECHANICAL ANALYSIS

The BS has been designed to ensure an elastic behavior
after a magnet quench. Eddy currents are induced in the
beam screen along its beam axis and, therefore, Lorentz
forces squeeze the BS as seen in Fig. 18.
The numerical model used for the magnet quench study

is based on the reduced field formulation by means of
which no magnet coil needs to be considered. The induced
resistive losses affecting the material properties are taken
into account. The detailed description of the model can be
found in [60].
The formulation of the specific Lorentz forces for a

dipole magnetic field is expressed by:

fx ¼ By
∂By

∂t xσðTÞ ð11Þ

where fx is the volumetric force, By the magnetic field, x
the horizontal distance from the center of the beam screen
and σðTÞ the electrical conductivity as a function of the
temperature.
One quarter of the periodic unit (17 mm long, see

Fig. 18) has been modeled to study the mechanical
response of the magnet quench in a time dependent study.

A. Magnet quench behavior

The evolution of the magnetic field decay [61] and the
forces induced in each half of the beam screen is shown
in Fig. 16. The forces attain around 135 kgf=cm on the
inner chamber and 44 kgf=cm on the outer one along the
axial direction.
The displacement and the von Mises map of the beam

screen when the Lorentz forces are the highest, i.e., at
55 ms, are shown in Fig. 17 and Fig. 18, respectively.
The highest stresses are located around the aperture of the
secondary chamber. Even if the maximum von Mises stress
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reaches values as high as 1100 MPa, it is very local and it is
below the yield strength of the P506 SS, i.e., 1180 MPa at
77 K [17]. The maximum horizontal displacement during a
quench is 0.64 mm, which is less than the gap of 1.5 mm
between the BS and the cold bore.

B. Supporting system

The supporting system consists of two concentric rings
on top of which five elastic fingers V shaped are welded,
see Figs. 19 and 20. Only one ring is welded on the beam
screen while the other ring is free to slide and allows,
therefore, an adequate insertion and alignment of the BS
within the cold bore. The elastic fingers on the horizontal
plane have to withstand the expansion of the BS during a
magnet quench without any significant plastic deformation.
A radial prestress, due to an imposed radial displacement

of 0.1 mm, is applied on each elastic ring to keep the
beam screen well positioned with respect to the cold bore.
The weight of the beam screen, 2.16 kg=m, causes a
vertical displacement of −32 μm. During a quench, the

most loaded elastic fingers are the ones on the horizontal
plane. They are squeezed toward the cold bore by 0.64 mm.
After a quench, their residual deformation turns out to be
20 μm. It is five times lower than the prestress and it is
deemed, therefore, negligible. The residual von Mises
stress in the horizontal fingers attains values up to around
500 MPa, see Fig. 20. However, these values are very
localized and not detrimental.

VIII. THERMAL ANALYSIS

The temperature behavior of the beam screen has been
simulated by means of the Heat Transfer in Solids and the
Heat Transfer with Surface-to-Surface Radiation modules
of COMSOL Multiphysics [62].
A specific geometry has been developed for the thermal

analysis to take into account the various welds and the
thermal contacts between interfacing components. To this
purpose, the colaminated copper layers are considered as
fully bonded. The welds between the secondary chamber
and the cooling channels have been modeled by taking into
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FIG. 17. Maximum displacement of the beam screen in the
horizontal direction during a magnet quench.

FIG. 18. Highest von Mises stress, in MPa, of the beam screen
during a magnet quench.
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FIG. 19. Supporting system of the FCC-hh BS inside the cold
bore, designed to minimize the heat transfer.

FIG. 20. Residual von Mises stress of the horizontal elastic
fingers after a quench.
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account the actual spot welding pattern. To reflect such a
pattern, an array of 500 × 500 × 75 μm3 bonding elements
placed every 1 mm has been implemented. The weld
between the cooling channel and the inner chamber has
been modeled by considering a bonded surface 500 μm
wide along the external edges of the channel and no contact
along the remaining portion.
The contact surface between the rings of the supporting

system and the beam screen is considered as fully bonded.
The contact area between the elastic finger and the cold
bore has been calculated according to the Hertzian theory
of nonadhesive elastic contact [63]. Such area turns out to
be 0.01 mm2 and it has been used to dimension a
cylindrical element 0.1 μm high bonding the cold bore
to the elastic spring. By adopting this modeling trick, the
exact contact area of the thermal transfer is guaranteed. All
the thermal contacts have been conservatively considered
as fully bonded.
The material properties have been assigned as a function

of the temperature. The heat capacity at constant pressure
for the P506 is taken from [64] and for the copper from
[65], while the thermal conductivity for the P506 SS from
[66] and for the copper from [67]. All the internal surfaces
involved in the thermal radiation have been considered
as gray surfaces, while an insulation condition has been
applied on the external surfaces of the cold bore. The
surface emissivity of copper in the BS, considered to be at
77 K, has been set to 0.12 and for the P506 to 0.34. For the
1.9 K cold bore the emissivity is set to 0.12 [68].
To simplify the meshing of the beam screen, the area of

impact of the SR has been divided in seven longitudinal
regions of equal area, vertically aligned, and an absolute
heat load has been applied to each one of them, emulating
the typical Gaussian distribution of the SR radiation (see
Fig. 5) as a 7-step function.
The temperature map of a short model has been

compared with the exact Gaussian profile of the heat load
resulting in a good match, since the high thermal conduc-
tivity of copper and given that the total heat load of the
simplified model is the same.
Each periodic portion of the beam screen has been

discretized with 395, 479 tetrahedral elements resulting in
an average element quality of 0.57. The analysis has been
performed in stationary conditions for the lowest and
highest temperature of the coolant, 40 K and 57 K.

A. Temperature of the beam screen
in nominal conditions

The modeling of a periodic unit of the beam screen
(17 mm long) is sufficient to determine the temperature
distribution in nominal conditions. The main source of
heat is the SR, around 40 W=m at the highest point, as
represented in Fig. 14. Other minor loads are the image
currents and the e− cloud, with a budget of around 3 W=m
[4] and 0.1 W=m, respectively. The heat load intercepted in

the secondary chamber is transferred through the copper
layer and, ultimately, through the welding points joining
the secondary chamber to the cooling channels. The heat
transfer is limited by the P506 SS as in this temperature
range, its thermal conductivity is around a factor 100 lower
than copper. The temperature map of the BS, considering
the maximum SR power load and the He inlet temperature
of 40 K and 57 K, is shown in Figs. 21 and 22, respectively.
As the inner chamber is thermally decoupled from the

secondary one where the SR is intercepted, the temperature
of the inner chamber increases by 0.3 K above the base
temperature of the cooling channel. Therefore, such tem-
perature remains within the defined range between 40 K
and 60 K needed to maintain the beam impedance low.

B. Expected heat loads on the 1.9 K cold mass

For each magnet the 40% of its thermal budget is
represented by the heat loads from inside the cold bore,
i.e., 0.3 W=m=aperture [6].
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FIG. 21. Temperature distribution in the BS cross section at the
most irradiated length. He at 40 K, with a 50 TeV, 500 mA beam.
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The nuclear scattering accounts for most of the total
heat load. Its average contribution has been calculated
with Eq. (2).
A beam screen assembly 750 mm long has been modeled

to determine the heat losses to the 1.9 K cold bore from the
supporting system as it is placed every 750 mm. Its
maximum heat loss is estimated to be around 45 mW=m
for a base temperature of 40 K and 67.7 mW=m for a base
temperature of 57 K, see Fig. 23.
The other considered heat sources are the thermal

radiation produced by the 40–60 K BS and the leaked
SR, both of them playing a minor role. All the heat sources
are displayed in Table Valong with their ratio over the total.
In average, the total heat load is situated well within the

budget. Nevertheless, it is expected to be surpassed at some
points owing to the high variability of the nuclear scattering
power deposition along the cell elements. Considering only
this source, the cold mass of the most impacted dipole can
receive up to 278 mW=m [10].

IX. CONCLUSIONS

A new beam vacuum chamber design for the FCC-hh has
been presented. It is intended to overcome the challenges
derived from the increase of the state-of-art beam energy,
from the 7 TeVof the LHC up to the 50 TeVof the FCC-hh,
which raises the linear power density from 0.22 W=m up
to 35.4 W=m. The design aims to minimize the electron
cloud build up, the outgassing triggered by the synchrotron
radiation and the heat leakage to the cold mass, maximizing
at the same time the beam screen’s pumping efficiency. The
performed calculations have shown a pumping speed more
than three times higher than the LHC’s, a heat transfer
to the cold mass within the heat budget, and an e− cloud
density below the instability limits. The e− cloud would be
effectively suppressed thanks to the new SEY mitigation
features, not present in the LHC, and the low reflectivity
properties of the sawtooth finishing. In spite of having a SR
linear power density around 160 times higher than the
LHC, the FCC-hh beam screen is able to keep cold the
copper surfaces surrounding the beam, keeping the resis-
tivity low. All the stresses generated during magnet
quenches are also well sustained. The resulting design
complexity is much higher than that of the LHC’s, but still
economically affordable in a large scale production. As
open points remain the precise calculation of LASE’s
impact on the impedance and the determination of its exact
manufacturing features match in an optimal way the
collider requirements.
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